
LG Network Monitor FAQs 
General Query 
 
Question 1. Where does the LG Network Monitor make the most sense? Are there 
applications that don’t make sense? 
Answer: LG Network Monitor excels at all mainstream tasks such as office applications, 
email, and internet browsing. It works quite well with the majority of PC software in use 
today. It is not intended for processor-intensive applications such as video editing, 3-D 
games, and scientific computing — although we do hear from users who are very happy 
with some high-end applications such as CAD. Most of our customers have been 
businesses, schools, libraries, internet cafes, manufacturing plants, and various public-
access computing sites. Other ideal environments include nonprofit organizations, police 
stations, eldercare, and government offices. Over 20,000 organizations have deployed 
NComputing in over 90 countries. 
 
 
Question 2. How does LG Network Monitor compare to traditional thin clients? 
Answer: The LG Network Monitor user experience rivals that of a PC, whereas thin 
clients have limited graphics capabilities. 
Traditional thin clients are still computers, with processors and a local OS, which add 
cost and complexity. With LG Network Monitor, all of the computing is done on the 
shared PC, so the access device is very small, very reliable and very inexpensive. When 
the traditional thin-client/fat-server technology was developed, PCs weren’t powerful 
enough to do what they can today. 
Also, we have our own terminal server software, which is very efficient in its use of host 
resources. We also have our own highly efficient communications protocol (UXP), 
which is optimized for graphical performance. 
 
Question 3. How do you compare what companies like VMWare and Citrix do? 
Answer:  LG Network Monitor hardware and software can inter-operate with—and 
improve the performance and economics of—a Citrix or VMware environment. The best 
architecture depends on your requirements. Please contact our sales department for more 
information. 
 
Question 4. What are the power savings? 
Answer: The X-series devices consume about 1 watt per added user. The L-series 
devices consume about 5 watts per added user. According to the US Energy Star web site, 
a typical PC consumes about 115 watts. The impact goes beyond the electrical cost 
savings: a room full of access devices does not have to be air conditioned, but a 
Room full of PCs does; and in many developing regions electricity is scarce and may 
have to be generated locally. Our solutions are an excellent way to lower the carbon 
footprint while delivering a rich desktop computing experience. 
 
 
 
 



Question 5. Are there any issues with application compatibility? 
Answer: Most common applications support multiple user sessions right out of the box. 
There are some applications that do not work well in a multi-user environment. We 
provide no-risk evaluation systems so that customers can test their applications. 
 
Question 6. How secure is the LG Network Monitor system? 
Answer: Since there is no data in the access device, it is very secure. There is one PC to 
maintain, protect, and backup for multiple users. That reduces the burden on the users 
and IT staff and is the same strategy that IT has found works best when they consolidate 
assets within datacenters.  
The shared PC should be protected by standard Windows (or Linux) security applications. 
In addition, we use a proprietary protocol between the host and access device so it is very 
hard to snoop the wire with sniffer tools. 
 
Question 7. Does it work over wireless networks? 
Answer: We have a plan for solution based on the Wireless network. But the schedule is 
not fixed. 
 
Question 8. How many seats have been deployed? 
Answer: By Ncomputing, active shipments started in 2005, and as of today, we have sold 
over 1,000,000 seats in more than 100 Countries from NComputing. LG has plan to 
deploy it 1milion seats in an year. 
 
Technical Query  
Please find out the below information’s: 
 
Question 1. When is the Release time of VSpace for Windows7?    
 
 Answer: Recently vSpace for Windows 7 is developed.  And LG Korea is evaluating it now; it 
will be released in the middle of January 2010 
  
Question 2. Is Network Monitor Compatible to of ERP SW such as SAP, ORACLE, etc? 
 
 Answer:  SAP and Oracle are tested OK for web-based application 
      For other SW, if it supports multi-user environment, it's no problem. 
  
Question 3. How can I connect a USB Printer to each N-MNT respectively? How Can I 
Install Network printer? 
 
Answer: For example, 5 printers can be assigned to 5 N-MNT respectively.  
Connect all printers with USB splitter; Install all printers.  
All will work as independent printer, so that assign as a default printer for each network 
monitor. 
But in that case all users can also monitor & use all printers simultaneously. 
You should install IP_pro, if printer requests independent IP. 
For network printer, it’s same as at normal PC. Install network printers at host PC, and 
assign as a default printer for network monitor. 



 
Question 5. How to Assign HDD or folder or file to only specific users and not to all and 
how can Access right assignment for disks, folders and files? 
 
Answer: it is possible for Windows XP professional and Windows server 2003. 
Assign user right properly to each HDD or folder or file.  
My computer>Tools> Folder option > view > uncheck   “Use Simple File sharing 
(Recommended).” 
 
Now right click the mouse on the HDD/Folder > Right Click> Properties > Security > 
Add…User1/user2/User3/User4/User5 ….>Allow/Deny the Permission for Administrators/Users 
  
Question 6. Can I Playback same DVD Title in ODD by many Network Monitors 
simultaneously. 
 
Answer:   In general it is difficult to playback same DVD Title in ODD by many 
Network Monitors simultaneously, because many N-MNT accesses different locations of 
same disc simultaneously. It is recommended that copying the data image of DVD title to 
HDD and playback that image on HDD. 
  
Question 7. Is Network Monitor Compatible with Intel vPro technology? 
 
Answer: N-MNT cannot support vPro technology because vPro technology is not 
applied to N-MNT. 
  
Question 8. Does Network Monitor Support multi-OS environment? 
 
Answer: You can use N-MNT with multi-OS environment. If you installed multi-OS, 
then you should install Vspace and register the serial number for each OS respectively. 
. 
 
Question 9. Does N-MNT support Linux?  
 
 Answer: N-MNT supports only Ubuntu 8.04 without updating any patches. But actually, 
N-MNT does not support all Ubuntu 8.04, so please check the kernel version.  : 2.6.24 
kernels built for Ubuntu 8.04 are supported, including (but not limited to) 2.6.24-23-
generic and    2.6.24-24-generic. .     
 
Question 10. Is VSpace Linux Software in CD? 
 
Answer: we may include Vspace for Linux in CD but now you can download from 
NComputing site. 
 
Question 11. How to Fix Turbo C++ slow down problem. 
  
Answer: Turbo C++ slow down problem is caused by that VSpace is developed without 
considering of DOS based applications. 



So we need some SW like tame5.0 to solve this problem. Refer the below site. And 
download trial version (for 30 days).   http://www.tamedos.com/ 
 
Question 12. Is there a Registration Process for the LG NM for vSpace? Is this a must?? 
Will it register with LG or NComputing?? 
 
Answer: Registration process for PCI card is must, it is registered in NComputing site, 
and we are considering to register in LG site in coming future. 
 
Question 13. With new updates from Operating systems (OS), how do you plan to 
support the updates? 
Answer: When we register the PCI card, we input the email address during registration 
and NComputing will send the updates/patches to this email address. 
 
Question 14. Whom should we contact for SW Updates - LG or NComputing?? 
 
Answer: If update is necessary, NComputing will send mail to the email address used in 
registration process of PCI card. And also you can update from start----> programs----
>NComputing vspace---->Vspace update. 
 
Question 15. NComputing has just launched vSpace 5.0. Can vSpace adds support for 
Microsoft Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 enabling users to share 
a single computer at the same time in multi-user?  
 
Answer: VSpace 5.0 supports only for windows server 2008 & windows vista but not for 
windows 7. 
 
Question 16. How can I check Vspace version? 
 
Answer: Device manager > display adapter > X550… > property >driver >driver version  
v4.4.10 is needed 
 
Question 17. How can I update Vspace internet? 
 
Answer: Start > program > ncomputing… > internet upgrade > connect (waiting, Vspace server 
login)> download (after version check) 
 
Question 18. What is the meaning of Win32k warning message? 
 
Answer: No effect for normal operation it will be fixed in next version Vspace 
 
Question 19. How to fix Low speed of screen refresh? 
 
Answer: My computer > property > advanced > performance > setting > visual effects > Adjust 
for best performance 
 
 

http://www.tamedos.com/�


Question 20. How can I connect Headset? 
 
Answer: USB assign -> Audio assign -> neglect error message -> reboot  
Non P&P Headset should be plugged in when power on. 
 
Question 21. How can I add new users when I cannot create user account at control panel? 
Answer: My computer > management > local user & group > user > New user 
 
Question 22. What should I do for AD (Active Directory) case? 
 
Answer: Need to set host ID as administrator  
 
Question 23: How can I disable Windows auto-update? 
 
Answer: Malfunction can be occurred before patch is developed 
control panel > Administrative tool > service > automatic updates > stop 
control panel > security center > automatic updated 
 
Question 24: What Supportable USB mouse with Network Monitor? 
 
Answer: USB mouse which supports PS2 (USB to PS2 gender should be included) 
 
Question 25: How to connect Mouse/Keyboard in Network Monitor? 
 
Answer: Mouse/Keyboard should be plugged in before power on the Host PC.   
 
 


